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SAMPTING FOR SPLINE RECONSTRUCTIONI

ROBERT HUMMELT

Amtd. The use of a prefilter prior to sampling or resampling can lead to reduced mean square
error after reconstruction. This means that the samples should be obtained from the original data by
convolution with an optimal local weighting function, whose form depends upon the reconstruction methd
to be used. We display and discuss these weighting functions for the most common reconstruction methods,
namely nearest neighbor, Iinear and cubic spline interpolation.

1. Introduetlon. Suppose that a signal f(x) is to be sampled at equispaced points
tx,l3-- to obtain a sequence of samples {y,}3--. Eventu"lly, the samples will be used
to reconstruct an approximation f(x) to /(x). Both the sampling and reconstruction
components of this process may be varied to minimize the error between /(x ) and
f (x). Typical sampling methods include block averaging:

(1)

(3)

'': l.')i,',,' 'o) 
dx'

or delta function sampling:

(2)

Typical reconstruction methods include nearest neighbor, linear or cubic spline inter-
polation or (sin x/x) reconstruction, defined by

,, : I f&)6(x, - x) dx : f(x).

i$)= I ti
i:-€

, 't 

,

ri.
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Throughout, h denotes the constant sampling rate, that is, the distance between
sampling points.

Each of the reconstruction methods is equivalent to an interpolation scheme,
since the reconstructed function satisfies /(ri) : yr. Sampling, on the other hand, is
generally a linear proctss of the input signal, i.e.,

(4) ,, = f 
- 

k,(x)f (x) dx,

where k,(x)=k(x -ri) is the sampling kernel centered at ri. Only when k(x) is the
delta function does one necessarily have yt : f b), so that, in general, the reconstructed
function it*l does not even agree with f(x) at the knots {r,}.

The Shannon sampling theorem [1] states that if it is known a priori that /(x) is
band limited (the Fourier transform o! f has bounded support), and if the sample
spacing ft is sufficiently small, then it*1: f &) for all x, provided delta function
sampling, (2), and (sin x/x) reconstruction, (3), are u$ed. If the original signal is not
bandlimited, then exact reconstruction is not possible. The theory of optimal prefilters
can be used to show that if (sin x / x) reconstruction is used, then / wiU be closest to
f, in a certain s€nse, if / is sampled by a low-pass filter [2]. This method of sampling

lr,
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is equivalent to weighted sampling, (4), with

(5) k(x) =lsin 
(rrx/ h) 

.'- \--' h mlh

We will provide a simple independent proof of this result later in this paper.
ln this paper, we treat the following question. Suppose the reconstruction method

is fixed and specified. Then how should the samples be obtained in order to minimize
the L2(-@, @) error between f and i?

For (sin xlx) ieconstruction, the solution is given by (5). However, in precision
processing of digitized images, for example, (sin xlx) reconstruction is often considered
too costly when interpolated values are needed for geometric correction and display
magnification [3]. The usual reconstruction schemes include nearest neighbor, linear
and cubic spline interpolation, which may be viewed as spline interpolation of degree
zero, one and three, respectively [a]. The popularity of spline interpolation methods
is presumably related to their ease in implementation and the strongly local dependence
of the interpolate values on neighboring samples.

Since it is customary to substitute spline interpolation for (sin x / x) reconstruction,
it is appropriate to replace low-pass filtering and delta function sampling with better
sampling methods. Despite the fact that the derivation of these methods is trivial
($ l;, the corresponding sampling kernels (see Fig.2) arc relatively unknown in the
fields of signal processing and data compression. The optimal sampling problem is
equivalent to finding the spline which is closest to the given function in the L2 norm.
(Note that the values of the spline at the knots are unspecified.) The sampling kernels
then represent the,local dependence of the solution spline on the data.

The techniques for solving this problem are entirely known. The solutions in
certain specific cases have even been obtained. For example, Powell [5] has studied
the local dependence of the best L2 approximatin g cubic spline. He obtains the I,2
optimal kernel for cubic spline reconstruction (Fig.2cin this paper), and displays this
kernel along with other kernels obtained by minimning norm measures other than
mean square error. Specifically, he considers the problem of finding a cubic spline
f (x) minimizing

f@ @

J__ F(') - it')l' d* * r,:_ f(r i + 0) - f@, + 0)l',

where 0<0 <ft. Interestingly, some of'these alternate norms lead to more localized
kernels and are therefore more advantageous for implementation.

Accordingly, the computations of this paper are original only insofar as we
emphasize the sampling and reconstruction interpretation of the results. However,
we bring together the optimal kernels for linear, cubic spline and (sin x /x) reconstruc-
tion, and show how other reconstruction schemes can be treated similarly. We restrict
our attention to distributed 12 norms, although the results of Powell can be extended
to other reconstruction methods treated here. The problem of minimizing the LP
nonn could also be treated, but generally leads to nonlinear sampling methods.

A related problem in sampling and reconstruction, which is not treated elsewhere,
occurs when previously sampled data must be resampled to achieve data compression.
In this case, single samples are taken to represent blocks of values in the original
data. The samples can be obtained as a weighted average of the data values in the
block and can also involve values in neighboring blocks. Most frequently, linear
interpolation is used to recover the data values within each block. Once again, the
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weights u$ed to obtain the samples should be chos€n so as to minimize the sum of
squiue difference between the original data and the reconstructed data. We will treat
the case when a sequene of data {ui}[.-- is to be resasrpled to achieve an n-fold
compression factor, so that

(6) !t= i ki't)ni*i
jr-o

represents the values in block number i. The weights {fri} (see Fig. 3) play the same

role as the kernel e(x) in the continuous signal srse.
Viewed as a method for data compression, wpighted resampling as expressed by

(6) can be compared to more standard encoding schemes, such as Fourier transfonn
or other transform encoding [6], [7] and run length or difference encoding [8]. Higher
compression ratios may be possible, but resampling as studied in $ 4 is limited to
linear encoding methods for which the reconstruction method is given by an interpola-
tion formula. Interpotation methods other than spline reconstruction include Hermite,
Lagrange and Chebyshev approximation. I*ast squares approximation is a familiar
and applicable concept for many such interpolation schemes (see, for example, [9]),
but is generally restricted to finite sets of sampling data, where the degree of the
approximating polynomial increases as the amount of data increases.

Sampling and digitization is increasingly impofiant as high speed digital signal
processing technology enters the communications and robotics fields. Pulse code
modulation of acoustical signals can be used for transmission and high fidelity record-
ing. In image processing, intensity data sampled on a lattice of picture elements (pixels)
can be used for image enhancement, industrial inspection tasks or for subsequent
transmission, as from a satellite. In these applications, various sampling kernels can
be obtained by suitably manipulating the point spread function of the sensor performing
the sampling. If needed, electronic integration methods can be employed.

2, Spline reconstnrction. We recall some facts about spline reconstruction of
infinitely many samples at equispaced knots. We assume that xi - xr-r = h for all i and
that the set of data {yr} is bounded. For zero order splines (nearest neighbor interpola-
tion) we have

t

t

i

(7)

where

(8)

(e)

by the formula

(101

s(x): i yiBok-ri),
i:-€

1, Vl=f;,
8o(r ) : o, ul't

First order splines (linear interpolation functions) can be constructed using "chapeau
functions"

, Br(x) : {1, 
l'l/t" 

[l]l:

s(x): I y!{x -tri).
lr-€
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Althouglt there is no unique subic spline interpolating the data t(xn y,)1, there is
always exactty one such bounded cubic spline. It can be constructcd as follows. Let

Bs(x, = I- Br&)B{x -x') dx', i.e., Bg(x)= Bfnr(x).

The function B :(x) is the cubic B- spline [4] and satisfies

Bt@) = 0 for lxl>zh, Bg(-h) = BJh) = *, B3(0) = |.

Thus, for any bounded sequence {ur}[--, the function

.€
s(x)= I uiBlx-xi)

i:-@

(1 1)

(r2)

( 13)

(1s)

(16)

(17)

where

is a bounded cubic spline interpolating the data {(ru *o,- r+?a,+*u,*r)}. In order to
interpolate the data {(r,, yr)}3--, it suffices to solve the infinite linear system

$t1 tr,-r+?u,*lui*r: Ii for all l.

This system can be solved, as we show in $ 5, yielding the linear relation

t)i: I cili+t for all I
j--o

where {c1} is a square summable sequence of fixed constants. Combining (13) and
(15), we have

s(x)= I ; !i+;c183(r-x,)
i--o j=-o

is the unique bounded cubic spline interpolating {(xr, y,)}. This can be written as

€
s(x): I yxL& -xt),

t--o

co

e@ -ro) = I c_iBJx -ri).
i=-€

Equation (17) is the cubic spline version of (7) and (10). The function ((x - xo\
is itself a bounded cubic spline interpolating the data {' ' ' , (x-2,0), (x-r, 0), (ro 1),
(xr, 0), (xz, 0), . . . ) and is the cubic spline version of the zaro order spline Bo(r) or
the linear spline B {x) (see Fig. 1). These are the cardinal spline functions of order
zero, one and three.

FIa. 1. Basis cubic sphne.
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The cubic B-spline is used more commonly than 0b) to represent cubic splines

since Bg(x) has compact support. However,'$(x) decays very rapidly, and thtn the
sum in (17) is essentially finite for fixed r. Further, r!(x) reproduces the coefficient
data (i.e., s(xi) = yi in (17)) so that in practice reconstruction using 0@) is probably
more appropriate when infinitely many samples (or a very large number of samples)

must be interpolated.

3. Derivatlon oI the sempllng kernels. In this section we derive the kernels /< (r )
which should be used for sampling when a fixed reconstruction method is specified.

The mathematical derivation given in $ 3.1 is standard and included only for complete-
ness. Section 3.1 may be skipped, if desired, since $ 3.2 presents a summary of the
method for finding the sampling kernels and applies the method to zero, first and
third order spline reconstruction. The resulting solution kernels are displayed in Fig. 2.

3,1. Mtthemedcel formuhfion. Denote by A the linear transformation which
takes a sequence of sample values ty,)3-- into the reconstructed function /(t).We
write

i: Av

regarding the sequence of samples as an infinite vector y. For spline reconstruction,
s : Ay is given by equation (7), (10) or (17). We assume a priori that A restricted to
square summable sequences g el') is a bounded linear transformation into f2(R).

For a given function f e fz(n), the samples y should be obtained so as to minimize
the L2 norm

(18) llav -fl!'.
A standard argument shows that y is a solution to the "normal equation" [10]

A*A!: A*f,

where A* is the adjoint transformation to A, takilg f2(R) into /2. Note that A*A is

a bounded linear transformation taking 12 into /2. Providing the transformation is

nonsingular, we obtain
y : (A *A)-1A*f 

.

In particular, the samples y; depend linearly on the function f(x). That is, yi is a
projection of the linear operator (A *A)-t A* operating on/ and thus given by a formula

( 1e) ,,:f- k{x)f(x)dx,

where k,(x) is the I, '(R) dual element representing the yi functional. Finally, if A is
covariant with respect to rigid left and right shifts of the samples (i.e., the transforma-
tion yi + li+r, transforms s = Ay bys(x) * s(x +xr)), then the kernels /ci(x) are indepen-
dent of i modulo interval shifts thus yielding a unique kernel k(x),

k,(x):k(x-ri)'
To calculate /<(x), it suffices to find kok). Let v:(A*A)-LA*6' where 6,(x):

6(x -r) is the delta function with unit mass at x = t. Then from (19)'

(207 t)o =f 
- 

ootr )6 (x - t) dx,

so clearly uo = &o(t). We wilt calculatc oo and thus &o(t), when A is given by a formula
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(Ay)(x)=I y#& -xi).

283

For nearest neighbor, linear and cubic spline interpolation, 6Q) is the cardinal spline
Bo&), B{x) and Q&) of (17), respectively.

Set w : A*6, = A*Av. If ei € 12 denotes the unit basis vector with a nonzero value
in the l'th coordinate and ( , ) denotes the standard inner product in 12 or in 12, then

(22) wi :(w, e,) = (A*6u e,) = (6u Ae): 
J 

O k - t)dk-xi) dx - 6(t - x).

Further, since w=A*Ar,

of the form

(2r)

(24)

where

= (Q*$)&i -xi) = di-i.

That is, A *A, which takes 12 into 12, can be viewed as an infinite matrix whose entries
4ri = d1-i ?re constant on diagonal bands (i.e., a Toeplitz matrix). In $ 5 we show that
A* A can be inverted for the various forms of O(x ) under consideration, yielding for
w = A*Av,

(23\
@

Ui: I C1-iW1
j- -o

for a set of constants {ci} - c. Since ko?): uo and w is given by (22), we have

ks(t): I ci6!-ri):Ac.

wi: I aipi,
j--o

aij : (A*Ae;, €;) : (Aei, Ae)= l- Q& - x)Q(x - x) dx

,=-o

Note that (2ll implies that the optimal kernel for a fixed reconstruction method
is itself a reconstructed function, using the data c as sample values. If the reconstruction
method uses kth order splines, then the sampling kernel k(x) will be a kth order
spline. The data vector c is obtained from the infinite matrix inverse to the matrix
A*A which in turn is the matrix of. L2 inner products of the basis functions d(x -ri)
used for reconstruction.

3.2. Ihe solutlon kernels. The method for finding the optimal sampling kernel
for a reconstruction method of the form (2I) can be summarized as follows:

I-et 6 (x ) denote the basis function which serves to interpolate data {y,} to a
function (AyXx) given by (21). Construct the infinite matrix A*A whose entries c;y

are given by the L2 inner products

aii =J- t(x -.r,)d(x - x) d* : (Q*Q)@i-ri),

noting that the matrix is symmetric and Toeplitz (i.e., ay depends only on li - il).
Invert this matrix (see $ 5) to obtain a symmetric Toeplitz matrix whose values in
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diagonal and successive oft-diagonal bands are denoted by co, ct, c2, ' ' ' . The solution

kernet is obtained from the reconstnrction (using the basis function O) of the data

tci),whet?c<:cb
We supply four applications of this procedure.
(r'l Neareit netghbor reconstruction. When 6&) is Bo(x), as defined in (8), we have

au =J t"rtr - x,)12 dx = h,

4ri = [ nou-xi)Bo(, -t,\ dx :a, i * i
J

so A*A=|I, where.[ is the infinite identity matrix. Thus, (A*A)-r=t/hI and

c:(. ..0, 0,L/h,Q,0'''), so &(x):Bo(x\/h (see Fig.2a).

FrO. 2a. Sampling kernel for neorest neighbor reconstruction.

Frc. 2b. Sampling kernel for linear reconstuction,

12

{1

\,
-2\ -l

-\4
t /2 3

-1

Fla. 2c. Sampllrr.g kcrncl for cubk spliru rccorctruction,
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Note that the sampling kerncl corresponds to a sampling method based on
unweighted block averaging. That is, if nearest neighbor interpolation is to be used
as the reconstruction method, then the samples should be obtained by computing the
mean value of the input signal in intervals centered at each sampling point, each
interval having the same length as the sampling rate.

(ii\ Linear interpolation. When linear interpolation is used for reconstruction,
6k)= B{x), (10), (6*6Xx) = B{x) and f.or a1i = d1-r,

d-t: Bg(-h) : *, do= B3(0) =2r,

dt: Bg(h): t, dn: B{nh):0, lnl=2.
Thus, A*Av: y is the transformation

yt:tui-t*?o,*tu,*r for all i.

In $ 5 we show that this transformation can be inverted and gives rise to the
vectorcsatisfyingci = c-i andapproximately(cs, ct,. ..): (1 .732, -.464,.L24,-.033,
.009, -,002r. . . ). More precisely,

cs:Ji, ci+t:(Ji-z\", forr >0.(25',s

For linear interpolation the optimal sampling kernel k(x) is the linear spline
interpolating this data, as displayed in Fig. 2b.

Accordingly, when linear interpolation witl be used to reconstruct functions from
sampled data, the optimal samples are obtained by convolving the original function
against the piecewise linear kernel displayed in Fig.2(b). Note that thisLernel decays
geometrically so that the convolution has essentially finite support, with a radius bf
three or four intervals for high accuracy. The kernel can be generated easily using
(zSl. and can be implemented quite easily in special purpose electronic hardwari
embedded in the sampling sensor.

(iii) Cubic spline interpolation. For cubic spline interpolation, it is somewhat
simpler to use the 8-spline Bg(x) (11) and to define the transformation .r =Av by
(13) to determine the kernel k(x). The vector v which minirhizes lh-/ll=l[v-111
satisfies, as before,

y: (A*A)-tA*f
and yields the optimal samples y given by (14). In this case, A*A is an infinite matrix
with seven nonzero bands containing the constant values B/ih), i:-3,-2, -1,
0, 1, 2,3, where B/x):(BtBsXx) is the B-spline of degree 7 centered at zero. The
inversion of this matrix can be done numerically. The reconstructed function gives a
kernel for determining the components of v, which in turn determines by mJans of
(14) a kernel k(x) for sampling the values of y.

In fact, the inversion of the matrix AIA yields the values tci) given approximately
by (co crr. , . ) = (4.96, -3.09, t.71, -.92, .49, -,26, .14, . . .). Then ,t6(x) =
I;-- ciBs(x -ri), and the resulting kernel k(x) (which is a cubic spline) is shown in
Fig.2c.

The kernels for both linear and cubic spline interpolation (Fig. 2b and 2c) exhibit
oscillatory behavior reminiscent of a sinxfx kernel. The functions are not spline
ap'proximations to sin x/x, however, since they decay exponentially. The oscillatory
behavior and exponential decay result from inverting the positive matrix A*A.

For the eampling kernel in Fig. 2c, a truncated version with a support radius of
four intervals will yield very nearly the snme samples.
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(iv) (sin x/x ) reconstruction.In any case the observation that the kernels in Fig. 2b
and 2c behave qualitatively like (sin x/x) is consistent with the result stated earlier
that (sin x/r) reconstruction calts for low-pass prefiltering. We can use the methods
of $ 3.1 to verify this result Specifically, we use the basis function

66):w=sinc(f)
The coefficients of the A*A matrix are calculated from the function given by the
convolution of 6@\ with itself. However, the Fourier transform of sinc (x) is

r .rect(r). (NB: rect (r) is the characteristic function of the interval [-1, 1].) Thus,
(sinc* sinc) (x) is a function whose Fourier transform is rr2'rect2 (x) = 12 'reet(x),
namely, a .sinc(x). After a scalingsubstitution, we obtain d*O:hQ and(A*A)i,i:
hQ &, - i) - ftii.i.That is A * A : hI, and from (24), it follows that the sampling kernel
is (L / h)d, as stated in (5), which implies a low-pass filter.

4. Resampllng. We will consider a particular example. More'general cases can

be treated analogously.
Suppose we are given a sequence of data {ur}[--, and wish to resample to achieve

a threefold compression factor. That is, we wish to find samples ty,)3-- so that y;.

represents the block of data containitrg ttgi-r , osi and usi*r (see (6)). The sample {yi}
should be determined so that the vector v' reconstructed from y by, say, linear
interpolation should be the closest 12 approximate to v. We write y' = Ay and note that

ts'o :7o,

u't:?yr+!yt,
uL :*yo+?y r,

u\:yr, etc.

The operator A is represented by an infinite matrix, whose columns contain the values
(.. . 0,*,?,L,?,+,0,...). These values are shifted downward three rows in each

successive column. As before, the optimal samples are given by

y: (A*A)-rA*v,

where A* is the adjoint, or transpose, matrix to A. The sampling weights {fti} (see

(6)) will arise as the "middle" row of values in the matrix (A*A)-tA*.
To calculate the weights {&r}, we first observe that A*A is given by a matrix'{a,y},

with constant bands a,,i : d;-i, and

d -r :3, do :8, d t :3, dr, : 0, lkl> 2.

When this matrix is inverted ($ S), one obtains a symmetric matrix with constant bands

containing the values (approximately)

(26) co:.5222, cr: -.1153, cs=.0255, ct= -.0056, etc.

The resulting weights {kil are obtained by linearly interpolating two values between
each component of c, yielding the weights plotted in Fig. 3.

Once again, we observe an oscillatory behavior of the weights and a geometric
decay.
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5. Inverting lnfinite matrices. Consider a transforrnation T taking 12 into 12 af.
the form

wi:(Tv), : i ait)r*i for all l.
i = -l

When I =L there are three coefficients e-b ao dnd er and so the infinite matrix
corresponding to T is tridiagonal. When ey = e_it the transformation and its matrix
are symmetric.

For such infinite symmetric tridiagonal matrices, it can be shown that the matrix
is invertible if and only if it is diagonally dominant, in which case the inverse is given
by the formulas

(27)

where

o
Ui: I CiWr*i,

j:-o

Ci=C-i, Co= atfr.frfi4, Ck+t = QCk.

Here a is a root of the polynomial afiz*aox+a1 satisfying lalct. The values in
(25) and (26) come from applying these formulas.

When there are more than three nonzero constant bands, such as in the calculation
of the kernel for cubic spline interpolation in $ 3.2(iii), formulas for a bounded inverse
of the form of. (27) depend on the roots of the polynomial E a,z'*t.It can be shown
that an inverse exists if none of the roots in the complex plane lie on the unit circle.
In that case the coefficients c1 in the inverse transformation, (27), will decay rapidly
but not necessarily in a precise geometric fashion as in the tridiagonal case. For
slmmetric infinite matrices with five, seven and nine nonzero bands, explicit formulas
using roots to quadratic, cubic and quartic polynomials are at leasi theoretically
available. In practice, however, if an inverse exists, the middle row of the inverses of
finite versions of the matrix will converge rapidly to the sequence of values c; in the
inverse. This process is frequently simpler to apply than thaexplicit formulas. In any
case our viewpoint in terms of the applications of these results io sa*pling is that th;
inverse should be obtained once and for all for the purpore of finding the sampling
kernel. The kernel will generally be implemented directly, so that the line"t ry.t"i
will never require resolving. Since the valu€s c; in the bands of the inverse Toeplitz

Fto. 3. Sampling weights for 3 to 1 data compression, assuming linear reconstruction.
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matrix asymptotically decay exponentially, only a few significant nonzero values are
involved in the construction of the kernels.

6. Summery. The substitution of the appropriate sampling kernel of Fig. 2a,b, c
for the more standard delta function sampling method, whenever practical, may lead
to reduced mean square error after reconstnrction. The expected decrease in mean
square error depends on the autocorrelation function of the initial function but in
some instances can be substantial. For example, if the autocorrelation function decap
exponentially and if the sampling is very fine, a numerical calculation shows that a
35Yo reduction in total expected mean square error can be expected by using the
optimal sampling kernel prior to linear reconstruction as opposed to normal delta
function sampling. The improvement compared to block averaging is a less dramatic
17% of the mean square error.

Alternatively, one can view optimal sampling as permitting wider sampling
distances for a fixed mean square error. For example, suppose that the autocorrelation
function decays exponentially and that a sampling rate is desired so that the expected
mean square error will be no larger than l0o/o of the signal variance when linear
interpolation is used for reconstruction. A numerical analysis shows that relative
sampling rates of .3, .4 and .475 are required for delta sampling, block averaging and
sampling using the optimal kernel for linear reconstruction respectively. Thus fewer
samples are needed if optimal sampling is used. Of course, for difterent autocorrelation
functionq these figures will change, but since the optimal kernel is derived by minimi--
ing expected mean $quare error, some improvement in expected L2 error is guaranteed.

Extension to sampling in two or more dimensions is straightforward, especially
if the reconstruction basis functions are separable in each variable. Extending these
results to higher order splines or other linear regonstruction methods is straightfofward.
It is also possible to find the optimal kernel for a fixed spline reconstruction scheme,
subject to the constraint that the kernel vanish identically outside a fixed neighborhood
of the origin. In that case, the best kernel depends on the autocorrelation function
of the original data and can be determined from the solution to a variational problem.
In all realistic cases, the resulting kernel is closer to a truncated version of the optimal
kernel than it is to a delta function or to the block averaging kernel.
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this study in the cont€xt of sampling and data compression. Our initial interest was
to determine weights for resampling digitized image data to reduce tape storage
requirements.
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